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Dawyck Haig had two studios in his home at 
Bemersyde Castle near Melrose in the Scottish 
Borders. One was modern, bright, lit from the 
north and generously proportioned; the other 
at the top of the original Tower House, a high 
room with minstrel’s gallery was more severe: a 
muscular space �t for his work in oils which are 
characterised by strong compositional building-
blocks and rich, earth-colours. His work on 
paper is altogether di�erent in character. It is 
seldom pure watercolour in the English tradition 
(derived from Turner, who had painted the 
Castle on his Scottish tour of 1831) but rather 
relies on strong drawing, usually in pen, in a 
highly individual style full of nervous energy and 
washes of pure colour. Two of his artistic heroes 
can be credited with an in�uence. Firstly Paul 
Maze (1887-1979) who had been friend and 
mentor in his earliest period and whose freely 
painted, breezy watercolours are in a similar 
spirit, deriving from Impressionism and Raoul 
Dufy. Secondly William Gillies (whose work 
Lord Haig collected avidly) can be sighted also 
for his commitment to the medium and ability to 
see a picture where others might not. Haig did not 
seek out the drama of nature and even in Venice 
he preferred a backwater to the pictorial clichés 
of the Giudecca and St Marks. His depictions of a 

tumble of rocks and tangle of trees in the valleys 
around Orzes in the Veneto or preference for a 
view from the bank of the Tweed rather than the 
vista over the river towards the Eildons from 
Scott’s view, a mile from his home, speaks of a 
highly individual viewpoint. His preference as a 
landscape artist was always to work outside so 
that the practicality of watercolour as a medium 
was signi�cant. What he gained from a direct 
engagement with his subject was spontaneity 
and, as with any plein air painter, his technique 
developed so that he could work quickly. It is 
the essential, abstract qualities of his subject 
which the artist seeks to paint and this without 
deviating from his desire to work truthfully 
makes Haig the quintessential modern landscape 
painter. His triumphant ninetieth birthday 
exhibition here in 2008 and all too short a time 
later his Memorial show did much to secure his 
artistic legacy and reputation. This modest show 
of his watercolours will be the �rst of a series 
reviewing aspects of the work of a signi�cant and 
undervalued Scottish painter.

The Scottish Gallery would like to express 
our thanks to Lady Haig for her help in compiling 
this exhibition.

GUY PEPLOE, THE SCOTTISH GALLERY

INTRODUCTION

Left: Bemersyde in Snow, c.1960, © The Scotsman Publications Ltd. Licensor www.scran.ac.uk
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Earl Haig at work in Bemersyde, 2007
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1 Castle in Parkland, 1989
watercolour and pen & ink, 35 x 51.5 cms
signed and dated lower right
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2 Statue in the Landscape, c.1985
watercolour and pen & ink, 28.5 x 38 cms
signed lower right
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3 From Scott’s View, 1984
watercolour, pastel & pen & ink, 28 x 39.5 cms
signed and dated lower right; inscribed with title verso
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4 The Stream, c.1990
watercolour, pencil & pen & ink, 28 x 41 cms
signed and inscribed with title lower left
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5 On the Tweed, c.1978
watercolour & pen & ink, 38.5 x 57.5 cms
signed lower right; painting of Kelso bridge verso

Haig knew every aspect of his home in every season as landowner, angler, 
naturalist and painter. Subjects like The Gateheugh, the great cli� under 
Scott’s View on a horseshoe bend in the Tweed, were for him like Mont St. 
Victoire for Cézanne. Writing for his exhibition at The Scottish Gallery in 
1973, he described part of his working practice:

“I try to absorb the spirit of a place or person, I try to understand its 
character and shape as revealed by light… My painting must come from 
visual experience, but only certain moods of nature, certain sequences 
of naturalistic form which are seen in certain lights and when certain 
relationships of colour are to be found can trigger the response.”
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6 Riverbanks, Earlston IV, c.1978
watercolour & pen & ink, 26 x 37.5 cms
signed lower right
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7 Hill & Stream in the Borders, c.1987
pastel and pen & ink, 27.5 x 35 cms
signed lower right
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8 View through the Trees, 1983
watercolour and pen & ink, 43 x 60 cms
signed and dated lower right
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9 A Bridge on the Cordevole River towards Argodo, 1988
watercolour, pastel, and pen & ink, 35.5 x 51.5 cms
signed and dated lower right

Many of Haig’s expeditions from his wife’s family house in Orzes take 
him to the river Cordevole or the torrente (mountain stream) called the 
Gresal. At one place the Cordevole is crossed by a swing bridge where 
the juxtaposition of bridge, with its angular geometry, and the luscious 
landscape of the riverbank proved a favourite subject on trips to the 
Dolomites.
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10 Cyclists along the Cordevole River, Towards Agordo, c.1988
watercolour & pen & ink, 56.5 x 37.5 cms
signed lower right

Up in the Dolomites Haig was surrounded by landscape elements that lent 
themselves to abstracting treatment even more readily than Border Hills. 
Over some years he developed a synthesis of nature and arti�ce, when it 
works, gives us the best of both worlds.

Douglas Hall, Haig The Painter, Atelier Books, Edinburgh, p.58
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11 South of Seahouses, c.1974
watercolour & pen & ink, 36 x 54.5 cms
signed lower right; inscribed with title verso
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12 Chapel of Santa Maria della Nève, Orzes, 1984
watercolour, pencil and pen & ink, 28 x 37.5 cms
signed and dated lower right
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13 View from Orzes, c.1994
watercolour and pen & ink, 25 x 36 cms
signed lower right; inscribed with title verso
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14 Ruberslaw, c.1979
watercolour & pen & ink, 22 x 27 cms
signed lower right; inscribed with title verso
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15 Hilltop Buildings, c.1973
watercolour and pen & ink, 35 x 51 cms
signed lower right
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16 Still Life with Table and Chair, 1985-90
watercolour & pen & ink, 34.5 x 49.5 cms
signed lower right

It was not often Haig looked inside the house for inspiration, the garden 
and grounds of his estate providing ample subject matter. But this still life, 
with the arrangement of jugs and bottles on a tabletop, executed with pen 
and watercolour is a charming example. The subject is the interior of his 
studio at Bemersyde, and typical of his landscapes, Haig plays with ideas of 
perspective and representation, so the space around the tabletop remains 
ambiguous.
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17 Garden Tools and a Window, c.1990
pastel and pen & ink, 49.5 x 32 cms

18 Figure in the Garden, Fair�eld, South Africa, 1996
watercolour and pen & ink, 28 x 38 cms
signed lower right
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19 Seated Figure, Majorca, 1971
watercolour, pencil and pen & ink, 32.5 x 44.5 cms
signed lower right

The human �gure is often included in Haig’s watercolours but is seldom 
the primary subject, being rather subsumed into, or integral to his 
composition.
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20 Venice, near San Pietro di Castello, c.1985
watercolour, pastel and pen & ink, 28.5 x 38 cms
signed lower right
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21 Olive Trees and Mountains, Majorca, 1971
watercolour & pen & ink, 26.5 x 37.5 cms
signed lower right; inscribed with title verso

Earl Haig visited Majorca in 1971 to stay with his friend and fellow painter 
Vladimir Daskalo� who had been a pupil of Paul Klee. He encouraged 
Haig to think more seriously about colour orchestration, and to use colour 
as a composition element in itself. This was to become an important part 
of Haig’s painting practice.
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22 Campiello Barbaro, Dorsoduro, Venice, c.1975
watercolour, pastel and pen & ink, 23.5 x 34 cms
signed lower right
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23 Dense Woodland, 1966
watercolour & pen & ink, 25 x 28 cms
signed and dated lower right
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24 Fair�eld, South Africa, 1996
watercolour, pencil and pen & ink, 28 x 38 cms
signed lower right
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25 San Giorgio, Cool Day, c.1990
pastel and pen & ink, 23 x 29.5 cms
signed lower right

For many people the watercolours of Venice must be among the most 
attractive of all Haig’s works. Done with no regard to past precedent and 
no eye to the tourist market, they truly show Haig’s Venice (the title of his 
exhibition at the Scottish Gallery in 1991) and no other. His control of 
the medium in both watercolour and ink or sometimes pastel and their 
instant, fresh evocation of the scene show the result of decades of constant 
practice.

Douglas Hall, Haig The Painter, Atelier Books, Edinburgh, p.57
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26 Regatta Boat from the Garden of Palazzo Balbi Valier, Venice, 1987
pastel & pen & ink, 25 x 35 cms
signed lower right
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27 Entrance to the Arsenale, Venice, c.1990
pastel and pen & ink, 21.5 x 28.5 cms
signed lower right
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28 San Trovaso, c.1990
pastel and pen & ink, 20.5 x 27.5 cms
signed lower right; inscribed with title verso
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1918  Born in Kingston Hill, Educated at Stowe School and Christ Church, Oxford
1939-42 Served MEF with Royal Scots Greys
1942-45 POW Italy and Germany
1945-47 Camberwell School of Art, where he studied under William Johnstone, 

Pasmore, Gowing, Coldstream, and Rogers – during vacations worked with 
Paul Maze

1947-2009 Lived and worked at Bemersyde near Melrose. His past appointments have 
included: President and National Chairman of the Royal British Legion 
Scotland, Earl Haig Fund (Scotland), and the O�cers’ Association. He was 
also a Chairman of the Scottish National War Memorial and President of the 
Scottish Craft Centre. He was Chairman of the Art Committee of the Scottish 
Arts Council, a Royal Fine Art Commissioner for Scotland and a Trustee of the 
National Galleries of Scotland.

SELECTED SOLO EXHIBITIONS
1945/49/52/56 The Scottish Gallery, Edinburgh
61/73/76/81/84
88/91/93/96/98
2001/08
1949/52/55 Redfern Gallery, London
1959 Leicester Gallery
1962 ’57 Gallery, Edinburgh
1965 Douglas and Foulis, Edinburgh
1966 O’Hana Gallery, London
1968 Richard Demarco Gallery, Edinburgh
1973 Haddington House
1974 Galerie Valtombreuse, Biarritz
1976 Lamp of Lothian Gallery, Haddington
1978 Gallerie Geiselgastieg, Munich
1978 Loomshop Gallery, Fife
1981 Sloane International Gallery, London
1986 Clarges Gallery, London
1987 Gallery 10, London
1990 The Scottish Gallery, London
1994 Collyer Bristow, London

BIOGRAPHY
THE EARL HAIG OBE, DL, MA, RSA (1918-2009)
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HM The Queen
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh
Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art
Arts Council of Great Britain
Scottish Modern Arts Association
Abbot Hall Gallery, Kendal
British Rail
Royal Bank of Scotland
Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh
Imperial War Museum
Scottish Arts Council
Scott Hay Collection

Ministry of Works
Guinness PLC
University of Edinburgh
Joseph Pulitzer
Ettrick & Lauderdale District Council
Collyer Bristow, London
Flemings Bank
Bank of Scotland
Leicester, Ban� and Argyll County Council 
Education Authorities and work in many other 
private collections in Britain and abroad.

1994 Old Gala House, Galashiels
2003 Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art
2010 Memorial Exhibition, The Scottish Gallery, Edinburgh
2014 Riverbanks: From Bemersyde to Venice, The Scottish Gallery, Edinburgh 

PUBLICATIONS
The Earl Haig, My Father’s Son, published 2000 by Pen & Sword
Douglas Hall, Haig the Painter, published 2003 by Atelier Books, Edinburgh
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Published by The Scottish Gallery to coincide with the exhibition  
EARL HAIG, RIVERBANKS: FROM BEMERSYDE TO VENICE
3 – 31 May 2014

Exhibition can be viewed online at www.scottish-gallery.co.uk/haig

ISBN: 978-1-905146-94-9

All rights reserved. No part of this catalogue may be reproduced in 
any form by print, photocopy or by any other means, without the 
permission of the copyright holders and of the publishers.
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Right: Cyclists along the Cordevole River, Towards Agordo, c.1988, 
watercolour & pen & ink, 56.5 x 37.5 cms (cat. no. 10)
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